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INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite group and let x be an irreducible character of G.
Ž .Given any field F of characteristic zero, the Schur index m x is aF
standard notion, introduced by Schur in 1906. If F contains all the values
Ž .of x , then m x is simply the smallest positive integer m such that thereF
exists a G-module over F affording the character mx . The celebrated
Ž .Frobenius]Schur formula published in 1906 allows one to calculate the
Ž .Schur index m x of any character x with respect to the real numbers R.R
No similar general formula is available for calculating the Schur indices
over all fields F of characteristic zero.
For simplicity, assume that F contains all the values of x . If m is a
positive integer and M is a G-module over F affording the character mx ,
Ž .then End M is a central simple algebra over F, and its class in theF G
Ž .Brauer group Br F is independent of m and M. We denote the element
w xof the Brauer group determined by x by x . The Schur index of x over F
w xis simply the order of the element x of the Brauer group. In the case of
w x Ž .F s R, the Frobenius]Schur formula calculates x , since the group Br R
has order 2.
1 Partially supported by a grant from the NSA.
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In the present paper, we describe a formula for calculating certain Schur
w xindices. More precisely, we give some formulas for calculating x as an
Ž .element of Br F in some cases. The answer we give uses the cross
product, see Notation 1.3 below. Our results can be applied when there
exists some subgroup U of G and some linear character u of x such that
Ž GŽ . .the multiplicity Res x , u of u in the restriction of x to U is 1.U
w xTheorem 1.4 below provides a formula for x , which applies fairly
generally in such cases, but which requires a calculation in the group
algebra of G. The formula that we obtain in Theorem 2.4, on the other
hand, is much easier to apply since it only involves character values at
certain elements of a group. However, Theorem 2.4 assumes, in addition,
that G is a normal subgroup of a larger group H, that the character x
extends to a known character x of H, and that, in H, there is an element t˜
with some special properties.
Often, finite groups of interest occur as normal subgroups of other
groups. For example, the special linear groups are normal subgroups of
their corresponding general linear groups. The character theory of the
larger group is often easier to describe than that of the normal subgroup.
w xFor example, Zelevinsky 3 proved in 1981 that the Schur index of every
irreducible character of the finite general linear groups is 1. However, only
partial results on the Schur indices of the various irreducible characters of
the special linear groups had been obtained until now.
The hypotheses of Theorem 2.4 are in fact satisfied for all irreducible
characters of the special linear groups, and hence the theorem can be
applied to calculate the Schur index of every irreducible character of the
special linear groups, and probably in other situations as well. In a
forthcoming paper, we will provide the detailed description of the Schur
indices of all the irreducible characters of the special linear groups.
Since we write our maps on the left, we can use regular composition of
maps for characters. In particular, if x is a character and s is a Galois
automorphism, sx is simply the composition of the two functions. Of
course, if l is a character, then lx is the product of the two characters.
w xWe refer the reader to, for example 2 , for unexplained notation.
GENERAL RESULTS
We begin with a very general result that allows us to calculate Schur
indices in the presence of a splitting field.
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let G be a finite group and let x be an irreducible
Ž .character of G. Let F be a field containing Q x , and let K be a finite Galois
extension of F such that the Schur index of x with respect to K is 1. Let V be a
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Ž .G-module o¤er K affording x . Then, for each s g Gal KrF , there exists
Ž .= y1some S g End V such that, for all l g K, we ha¤e S l1 S ss F G s V s
Ž . Ž .s l 1 . Furthermore, for all such choices of S for s g Gal KrF , we ha¤eV s
Ž . Ž Ž ..that End V is the cross product of K with the set S s g Gal KrF .F G s
< Ž . <Proof. Let n s Gal KrF . When viewed as a G-module over F, V
affords the character nx . Hence,
dim End V s n2 .Ž .Ž .F F G
Ž .We pick a basis e , . . . , e of V over K. For each s g Gal KrF , we1 x Ž1.
define a map s : V “ V by
Ž . Ž .x 1 x 1
s l e s s l e .Ž .Ý Ýi i i iž /is1 is1
Ž .= Ž .When viewed in this way, s g End V . Let r : G “ End V be theF K
representation corresponding to the action of G on V. Then the map sr :
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . y1G “ End V defined by, for all g g G, sr g s sr g s is a repre-K
sentation of G over K affording the character x . As the character
afforded by r and that afforded by sr are the same, there exists some
Ž .=T g End V such thats K
T sr g Ty1 s r gŽ . Ž .Ž .s s
Ž .=for all g g G. Define S s T s : V “ V. Then S g End V . By thes s s F
Ž .=definition of sr, it follows that S g End V . Furthermore, for l g K,s F G
we have
S l1 Sy1 s T sl1 sy1Ty1 s T s l 1 Ty1 s s l 1 .Ž . Ž .s V s s V s s V s V
˜ Ž .This shows the existence of the S as stated. If S g End V is suchs s F G
˜ y˜1 y˜1Ž .that, for all l g K, we have S l1 S s s l 1 , then S S gs V s V s s
Ž . ŽEnd V s K. Hence, the algebra A generated by K and S s gK G s
˜Ž .. ŽGal KrF is the same as the algebra generated by K and S s gs
Ž .. Ž .Gal KrF . Clearly, A is an F-subalgebra of End V . By the definitionF G
of a cross product, it is clear that A is a homomorphic image of the cross
Ž Ž ..product of K with S s g Gal KrF . However, this cross product is as
simple algebra, and it follows that A is isomorphic to the cross product.
On the other hand, the dimension of this cross product is n2. Hence, we
Ž .have that A s End V . This concludes the proof of the proposition.F G
One important case where the Schur index of x is 1 over a finite Galois
extension field K is when G has a subgroup U and a linear character u of
GŽ .U such that the multiplicity of u in Res x is 1. One can then setU
Ž .K s F u .
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Ž .Notation 1.2. If U is a finite group and u g Irr U is an irreducible
character of U, then we set
1
y1e s u u u 1 u g Q u UŽ . Ž . Ž .Ýu < <U ugU
to be the central idempotent of the group algebra associated with u .
Notation 1.3. Given KrF a finite Galois extension of degree n, with
Ž . ² :Galois group Gal KrF s t cyclic and generated by t and some ele-
ment a g F=, there exists the cross product of K and t with respect to a.
This is a central simple algebra over F of dimension n2, containing K and
a certain invertible element t which acts by conjugation on K as t and
such that t n s a. Since we write our maps on the left, our convention is
y1 Ž .that tkt s t k for all k g K. These conditions characterize the cross
w xproduct up to F-algebra isomorphism. We denote by KrF, t , a the
Ž .element of the Brauer group Br F which has the cross product of K and t
with respect to a as a representative.
Ž .THEOREM 1.4. Let G be a finite group, x g Irr G and let F be a field
Ž .containing all the ¤alues of x . Let U be a subgroup of G and let u g Irr U
Ž GŽ . . Ž .be linear, and assume that Res x , u s 1. Let K s F u , and assumeU
Ž . ² :that Gal KrF s t is cyclic of order n. Let M be a module for G, o¤er
any field containing K, affording x . Let ¤ g M be such that ¤ / 0 and
Ž .u¤ s u u ¤ for all u g U. Suppose there exists some g g G such that
e g¤ / 0. Then, there is a unique c g F= such thattu
c¤ s e ge ny 1 g ??? e g¤ ,u t u tu
w x w xand, for this c, we ha¤e x s KrF, t , c .
Proof. As a KG-module, KGe is isomorphic to the module inducedu
from the one-dimensional module for U affording u . Hence V s KGe eu x
is a G-module over K affording the character x . Set w s e e . Thenu x
w / 0, and, for each g g U, we have
1
y1ge s u u gu s u g e ,Ž . Ž .Ýu u< <U ugU
Ž .which implies gw s u g w.
We have that M is isomorphic to the tensor product of V with an
extension field. The existence of ¤ follows directly from the fact that
Ž GŽ . .Res x , u s 1, and, in fact, all choices of ¤ in M are non-zero scalarU
multiples of one another. As V is contained, up to isomorphism, in M, we
have that ¤ is a scalar multiple of w. Since, by assumption, we have
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e g¤ / 0, it follows that we also have e gw / 0. Furthermore, c, if ittu tu
exists, is uniquely defined independently of the field of definition of M
and of M itself and ¤ . Henceforth, we assume without loss that M is
defined over K, M s V and that ¤ s w s e e .u x
We may now apply Proposition 1.1 to M s V. Then, for each s g
Ž . Ž .=Gal KrF , there exists some S g End V such that, for all l g K,s F G
y1 Ž .we have S l1 S s s l 1 . For all g g U, we haves V s V
gS ¤ s S u g ¤ s t u g S ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t t t
Ž .Hence, S ¤ is in the tu-homogeneous subspace of V. Applying t to thet
GŽ . Ž GŽ . .formula for the multiplicity of u in Res x we obtain Res x , tu s 1.U U
Hence, the tu-homogeneous space has dimension 1 over K. As this
homogeneous space also contains e g¤ , we have that there exists sometu
= Ž .l g K such that e g¤ s lS ¤ . Replacing S by lS if necessary, wetu t t t
may assume without loss that
e g¤ s S ¤ .Ž .tu t
Furthermore, the S are, up to K-multiples, simply powers of S .s t
Now Sn s a1 for some a g K=. Since Sn commutes with S , it followst V t t
Ž . =that a commutes with the action of Gal KrF , and, hence, a g F . By
Proposition 1.1,
w x w xx s KrF , t , a .
However,
a¤ s Sn ¤ s Sny1 e g¤ s e gSny2 e g¤Ž . Ž . Ž .t t tu u t tu
s e ge ny 1 ge ny 2 g ??? e g¤ .tu t u t u tu
By hypothesis, then, a¤ s c¤ . The result follows immediately.
THE MAIN RESULT
LEMMA 2.1. Let H be a finite group and let G be a normal subgroup of H.
Ž .Suppose x g Irr G and all its ¤alues lie in a field F. Assume x extends to
Ž .x g Irr H . Let a, b g H be representati¤es of the same coset aG s bG.˜




Ž .Proof. Let K s F x . Then KrF is a finite Galois extension. Let˜
Ž . Ž . H Ž . H Ž .s g Gal KrF . Then sx g Irr H and Res x s Res sx . By Clif-˜ ˜ ˜G G
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Ž .ford theory, it follows that there exists some linear character l g Irr H
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .such that ker l = G and sx s lx . Now, s x a s l a x a and˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .s x b s l b x b . Since a and b are in the same coset, we have˜ ˜
Ž . Ž .l a s l b . It follows that
x a x aŽ . Ž .˜ ˜
s s .ž /x b x bŽ . Ž .˜ ˜
Ž .Since this holds for all s g Gal KrF , the result follows immediately.
Ž .LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a finite group and let x g Irr G . Suppose U is a
Ž . Ž . Ž GŽ . .subgroup of G and u g Irr U is such that u 1 s 1 and Res x , u s 1.U
Let y g G. Set
1
y1a s x yu u u .Ž . Ž .Ýy < <U ugU
Then e ye e s a e e .u u x y u x
Proof. Let K be a field containing the character values of u and of x .
Recall that
1
y1e s u u uŽ .Ýu < <U ugU
and
1
y1e s x 1 x g gŽ . Ž .Ýx < <G ggG
are idempotents in the group algebra KG. Notice that for every u g U,
ue ye e s u u e ye e .Ž .u u x u u x
Since the left G-module KGe e affords the character x , and the multi-u x
plicity of u in the restriction of x is 1, e ye e is a scalar multiple of e e ,u u x u x
say e ye e s ae e , for some a g K. The coefficient of 1 in e e isu u x u x u x
1 1 x 1 x 1Ž . Ž .y1 Gu u x 1 x u s u , Res x s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý U< < < < < < < <U G G GugU
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Now the coefficient of 1 in e ye e isu u x
1 x 1Ž . y1 y1u u u ¤ x uy¤Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý2 < <G< <U u , ¤gU
x 1 1 x 1 1Ž . Ž .y1 y1 y1s u u ¤ x y¤u s u u x yu .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2< < < < < <G G U< <U u , ¤gU ugU
Hence, a s a and the result follows.y
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a finite group and let x be an irreducible character
of G. We assume that U is a subgroup of G and u is a linear character of U
such that the multiplicity of u in the restriction of x to U is 1. Suppose that
there exists an o¤ergroup H of G, such that G is a normal subgroup of H and
the character x extends to a character x of H. Let x g H. Then, there exists˜
some g g G such that, setting y s xy1 g, we ha¤e
1
y1a s x yu u u / 0.Ž . Ž .˜Ýy < <U ugU
w xProof. Following 1 , we define the Bessel function, for each g g H,
1
y1J g s x gu u u .Ž . Ž . Ž .˜Ý< <U ugU
Notice that
1 1
y1 y1 y1 y1J g s x g u u u s x u g u uŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜Ý Ý< < < <U UugU ugU
1
y1s x gu u u s J g .Ž . Ž .Ž .˜Ý< <U ugU
w xBy Lemma 2 in 1 ,
1 1 J 1 1Ž .2y1 y1 y1J x g s J x g J g x s s / 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý< < < <G G x 1 x 1Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ggG ggG
y1Ž .Hence, for some g g G, we have J x g / 0, as desired.
Ž .THEOREM 2.4. Let G be a finite group, let x g Irr G , and let F be a
Ž . Ž .field containing Q x . Let U be a subgroup of G and u g Irr U be such
Ž . Ž GŽ . . Ž . < Ž . <that u 1 s 1 and Res x , u s 1. Set K s F u and set n s Gal KrF ,U
Ž . ² :and assume that Gal KrF s s is cyclic. Assume that there exists a group
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Ž .H containing G as a normal subgroup, and a character x g Irr H extending˜
Ž .the character x , such that F x l K s F. Assume, furthermore, that there is˜
Ž . Ž y1 . Ž .some element x g N U such that, for all u g U, u x ux s su u , andH
n y1 Ž .x g U. Then there exists some h in the coset x G such that x h / 0 and˜
for each such h, we ha¤e
n nw xx s KrF , s , x h u x .Ž . Ž .˜
Ž .Proof. Set L s K x and set M s LHe e . Then M is an H-module˜ u x˜
over L affording x . Its restriction to G is a G-module over L affording x .˜
Ž .We set ¤ s e e . Then, ¤ / 0 and, for each u g U, we have u¤ s u u ¤.u x
By Lemma 2.3, there exists some g g G such that, setting y s xy1 g, we
have
1
y1a s x yu u u / 0.Ž . Ž .˜Ýy < <U ugU
We set a s a for simplicity. By Lemma 2.2, we have e ye e s ae e . Ity u u x u x˜ ˜
follows that
xe xy1 ge e s axe e .u u x u x˜ ˜
However,
1 1
y1 y1 y1 y1x u u ux s u x u x u s e .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý su< < < <U UugU ugU
Hence,
* e ge e s ae e x .Ž . su u x su x˜ ˜
Ž . Ž .Since K l F x s F, and the compositum of K and F x is L, the˜ ˜
Ž Ž .. Ž .restriction provides an isomorphism from Gal LrF x to Gal KrF . Let˜
Ž Ž .. ² : Ž Ž ..s g Gal LrF x be the extension of s . Then s s Gal LrF x , and˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
Ž . Ž .s has order n. Notice that s e e s e e / 0. It follows by * that˜ ˜ u x su x˜ ˜
e g¤ s e ge e s ae e x / 0.su su u x su x˜ ˜
Ž .Hence, we may apply Theorem 1.4. Applying powers of s to * we obtain˜
e i ge iy1 e s s iy1 a e i e x ,Ž .˜s u s u x s u x˜ ˜
for i s 1, 2, 3, . . . . Now
e ge ny 1 g ??? e ge e s e ge ny 1 g ??? e 2 gae e xu s u su u x u s u s u su x˜ ˜
s as a e ge ny 1 g ??? e ge 3 e x 2 s ???Ž .˜ u s u su s u x˜
s as a ??? s ny1 a e e x n s ce e x n ,Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ u x u x˜ ˜
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Ž . Ž .where c s Norm a is the norm of a from L to F x . Since˜L“ F Ž x .˜
n Ž . n Ž n.x g U and u 1 s 1, we have ce e x s cu x e e . Hence, by Theoremu x u x˜ ˜
w x w Ž n. Ž .x1.4, we have x s KrF, s , u x Norm a .L“ F Ž x .˜
1 y1Ž . Ž .Since a s Ý x yu u u / 0, there exists some h in the coset˜ugU< <U
y1 Ž .x G such that x h / 0. Let h be any such element. By Lemma 2.1,˜
x yu aŽ .˜ = =Ž .g F, for all u g U. It follows that g F u s K . Hence, as the
x h x hŽ . Ž .˜ ˜
cross product yields the same element of the Brauer group if we multiply
the field element by the norm of some element of K=, it follows that
nw xx s KrF , s , u x Norm x h .Ž . Ž .Ž .˜L“ F Ž x .˜
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .nHowever, as x h g F x , we have Norm x h s x h . The˜ ˜ ˜ ˜L“ F Ž x .˜
result follows immediately.
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